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Once upon a time, building
superior products and giving
archery retailers good service

just about guaranteed you’d grow into
a category leader in the archery indus-
try. That was certainly true of New
Archery Products. Founded by former
aerospace engineer Andy Simo, the
company produced winner after win-
ner, from the Flipper rest and
Thunderhead broadheads that my
generation made popular to the
Spitfire that convinced legions of
other hunters to switch over to
mechanical heads.

While the company continued to
hit a few home runs with products like
QuikFletch during the past decade,
you heard more about other brands
and some of the luster that was asso-
ciated with NAP seemed to dim. Now
the company is charging ahead again,
with dramatic new versions of its
most popular heads, and just as
importantly, a marketing campaign
designed to steal back some of it’s
“thunder.”

To find out how this 40-year-old
firm has been reinventing itself I inter-
viewed Brady Arview and Jason

McKee during the Bowhunting Round
Table in Barry, Illinois this past June.
Then I visited the NAP headquarters
in Forest Park and spent the morning
with Engineer Chris Kozlik and with
Bob Mizek, the firm’s product devel-
opment director.

Arview is the company’s vice pres-
ident for sales and marketing, and
Jason McKee is the creative and com-
munications director. I asked them
where NAP may have stumbled with
its marketing and sales efforts in the
past and how the company is doing
things differently now.

Andy Simo is a brilliant man, a
real pioneer in the industry, Arview
commented, but when his company

was growing rapidly in the late 80s
and early 90s it didn’t have the kind of
strong competition it does today.
Arview said it introduced awesome,
high quality products, supported
them with a few print ads, and the
NAP dealers did most of the actual
selling. With the independent dealers
behind the Thunderhead and Spitfire
heads, the company didn’t need a
strong marketing campaign to win
over consumers.

Strong marketing became more
critical when there was a swing in the
industry toward more sales through
box stores, Arview said. Now reaching
the consumer and generating a desire
to buy a specific head became a lot

How One Veteran Manufacturer      

Engineer Chris Kozlik (left) talks with Bob Tatum, the production and warehouse super-
visor, by a rack of the QuikFletch product. NAP patented the shrink-tube approach to
arrow fletching, combining it with its QuikSpin and Twister Vanes that enhance accuracy
by rotating arrows quicker off the rest. This fletch is applied straight to the tubing, but
grooves on one side of the Twister Vanes and
grooves and a molded-in kicker fin on the
QuikSpin Vanes spin arrows faster than even
helical fletch. Kozlik said dealers have really
embraced the QuikFletch approach, which
lets them get rid of turntables full of fletching
jigs and which is much faster as well. Today
about one-third of the production staff at the
Forest Park, Illinois headquarters works on
the QuikFletch products.
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more important. “Because NAP was
on top, they started missing that
curve.”

It didn’t help that the company’s
approach to introducing new prod-
ucts was so segmented, McKee said.
“They didn’t bring anyone new on
board who understood the difference
between branding a company and

just selling a product,” McKee added.
“You knew Spitfire, but did you know
New Archery Products? There was no
cohesion in the packaging. Everything
was a different shape, a different color.
The look of the ads also changed from
one product to another. The little indi-
vidual brands developed a life of their
own, instead of contributing to one

New Archery Products brand.”
“A lot of people thought

Thunderhead was a broadhead com-
pany,” Arview said, and at one time
that wasn’t a problem for the firm
until it began affecting other product
launches. “The success of the
Thunderhead should have strength-
ened NAP, but when they launched
another new product they really didn’t
get the brand equity out of it that they
should have.” Instead of being pre-
sented as the New Archery Products
Spitfire or New Archery Products
Quiktune, it was simply Spitfire,
Quiktune.

Today people who are branding
products typically brand the company
first, Arview said, then brand the
product under the company.

“Think of Apple,” McKee said.
“Whatever they release, whether it’s
the Apple iPod, Apple iPhone or Apple
iPad, is under that Apple brand.”

Introducing a new logo for NAP
and making sure it gets prominent
play in packaging, ads and catalog is
the single most important thing
they’ve done, Arview and McKee told
me. 

BByy  TTiimm  DDeehhnn

     Went About Getting its Edge Back

Jason McKee (left) and Brady Arview are
responsible for the stronger and more
focused marketing you’re seeing from New
Archery Products, including a distinctive
new logo. The broadhead icon says
“bowhunting” even if you don’t know the
NAP abbreviation for this 40-year-old
firm. When Arview was previously working
in sales for Winchester Ammunition,
McKee was at the agency that handled
that firm’s catalog and ad work.

At right, you can see how an entire spread
of the 2010 catalog is devoted to a single
important product. NAP holds the patent
on photon bonding of broadhead blades
to ferrules and uses the process to produce
this Hellrazor, a solid stainless steel head
that NAP engineers say is the strongest
and the best penetrating in the line. Vicki
Cianciarulo is one low-poundage shooter
who has great success with the Hellrazor.
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“NAP’s logo had aged,” McKee
told me. “It was lower case, bubble let-
ters with a target face on the P.”

I must have looked blank,
because Arview told me, “If you don’t
remember it, that’s exactly the point.
If you look at the old packaging or ads,
it was the smallest piece there.”

NAP’s new logo is the main ele-
ment on the catalog cover. It is large at
the top of every catalog spread. It typ-
ically is the top element on the firm’s
new full page ads. The slanted shaded
capital letters are after an icon incor-
porating a broadhead. People may not
know who NAP is, Arview said, but the
icon says “bowhunting” in the way the
Browning Buckmark has long stood
for hunting.

For the 2010 catalog , Arview and
McKee decided to focus on about 10
key products, relegating a couple
dozen more to short descriptions in
the back of the catalog. “You take your

new products first, which you really
want to push,” Arview said. In NAP’s
case that’s the Bloodrunner hybrid
broadhead, particularly the big new 2-
blade, along with the “Edge” versions
of the Thunderhead and Spitfire. Also
getting a catalog spread of its own was
the company’s new Apache rest, a
rugged and affordable drop-away that
offers full containment.

After devoting the spotlight to
those important new products,
Arview said “you’ve got other estab-
lished core products that you still
want to give life too. Those are your
Thunderheads, your Spitfires, the
Hellrazor. I’m going to give them a
pretty big piece of the pie, too, for
marketing dollars.” 

NAP supports its Quiktune 360
and QuikTune Freedom rests with
good catalog space, and its Quikfletch
family has a total of three pages. You
can’t support many more products
beyond those I’ve listed above, McKee
said, or you’d never be able to put sig-
nificant ad support behind each one.
With advertising you need both reach
and frequency, and with attention
spans as short as they are today the
pair said that’s even more important
than it was in the past.

Since he heads both sales and
marketing, Arview said he was able to
recommend which products were
important to support and which ones
already had such little interest there
was no point in trying to turn them
into big sellers. “You cannot be too

SKU intensive,” he said, referring to
the Stock Keeping Units that are used
to track each individual model. With
just the broadheads it is choosing to
promote, NAP is giving the consumer
enough choices, he said. Some of the
older, low volume heads are going
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Apache rests are being assembled here
by Rene Soto. Introduced in 2010, they’re
selling in big quantities because they offer
rugged, quiet, precision arrow launching
at about half the cost your customer
might expect to pay.

The production floor at
NAP is clean, quiet and effi-
ciently staffed by workers
who often have worked
there for more than a
decade. NAP is proud of the
fact that it has never used a
higher degree of automation
to replace workers.

Below, this descendent of
the original Flipper Rest that
was NAP’s first product is
still produced in high quanti-
ties because it is standard
equipment on Genesis bows
used in the National Archery
in the Schools Program.
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away over time.
“The reality of it is, with the cost of

marketing a product well today, you
have to make choices,” Bob Mizek
agreed with Arview when I inter-
viewed him later in the week at NAP
headquarters. The director of engi-

neering has a total of 21 years with the
company, 17 of them full-time, and
said “I think we’ve learned the lesson
of GM. They had a lot of brands, and
used a shotgun approach rather than
a focused approach. Today we see that
Oldsmobile and Pontiac and Saturn

are gone. When it was right for us to be
the General Motors of broadheads, we
were. Now it’s no longer right. Andy
Simo calls it ‘overchoice.’ When there’s
too many products to choose from the
customer gets frustrated.”

The Thunderhead remains a
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“Milli” was the fanciful name workers picked for this
Thunderhead blade packaging machine. At right,
Sophie Wiak is loading arrow points to the turntable
where Erma Weatherspoon (seated) is guiding a
machine that automatically presses the Trophy Tip
onto the micro-grooved ferrules.
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strong seller, Arview had told me,
partly because of price. With the cus-
tomer doing the assembly that simple,
elegant design can be offered in a six
pack for less than many three packs of
broadheads are selling. However, the
Thunderhead doesn’t offer the same
level of convenience. “You have to put
the blades on, you have to put the lock
washer on, the o-ring on, and you
have to hold them all together while
you get it screwed to the arrow shaft.
Once you got it screwed onto the
arrow it was great. It was probably the
sharpest broadhead ever made, and
still is.”

“For some guys, if stuff works,
they don’t change,” Arview continued.
“I think one reason the original
Thunderhead has done so well in
sales is because the hunting popula-
tion is aging. Maybe that older hunter
isn’t that concerned about speed.
Maybe he’s dialed his bow down to 55
from the 65 he shot 10 years ago.
Having the Thunderhead Edge in the
line lets the younger shooter jump on
something that’s newer looking, edgi-
er looking and shoots well at high
speeds, from a 70-pound compound

or a crossbow. It still has the Trophy
Tip, but now the blades are offset
which allows us to make it very strong
and accurate.” The partial serrations
on the blade edges do a great job of
aiding penetration by sawing through
bone, but Arview said they also do a
great job of making the head look
cool. “Keep in mind at the end of the
day, if it looks cool, guys will want to
try it.”

“There’s an engineering aspect to
it and there’s a marketing aspect to it,”
Mizek said when I asked him about
the developments that led up to the
introduction of the Thunderhead
Edge at the 2010 ATA Show.” If you’ve

seen the Thunderhead Edge you know
that although cosmetically it’s similar
to the Thunderhead it’s really a very
different product. The Thunderhead
relies on a lock ring and a little o-ring
to hold the blades in place. If it has
had a shortcoming all these years, it’s
when you took it off the arrow it fell
apart.  We’ve actually had the patent
on the blade retention system for over
10 years, but we never recognized how
beneficial it would be to the con-
sumer.”

“Years ago it was an aluminum
arrow market,” Mizek reminded me.
“Today the perception is it’s a carbon
arrow market.” When used with car-

These enclosed booths hold sophisticated
machines that assemble complete broad-
heads, including blades produced in Ohio
that NAP considers the sharpest available
on any broadhead. Naturally those blades
pose a safety hazard and their Diamize
edges can also be affected by human
touch. If a hunter is careful to screw on the
broadhead without touching the blade
edges, he can know they’ve never been
touched by human hands.

Engineer Chris Kozlik, my guide for the
plant tour, is responsible for overseeing
the automation used in the production
plant. I watched machines that can assem-
ble an entire Thunderhead
Edge (shown) or Spitfire
Edge in seconds.
Automated assembly not
only keeps NAP broad-
heads competitive on price,
it also helps keep them uni-
formly precise. That’s
important since these
heads may be asked to fly
out of bows and crossbows
shooting well over 300 fps.

The NAP lobby is decorated with game mounts and signs of the company’s support for
troops overseas. At right I photographed Plant Manager Gregory Smith working with
Zdenka Kundertova of the accounts receivable department.
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bon arrows the Thunderheads require
a UBAR, short for Universal
Broadhead Adapter Ring, between the
o-ring and shaft. “That doesn’t help
with the flight, the weight or the cost,
and it doesn’t make the customer’s

experience richer.”
“With the Thunderhead Edge we

wanted to make the customer’s expe-
rience better, sort of like a ‘plug and
play’ computer accessory,” Mizek
explained. “With the Edge the cus-

tomer doesn’t have to
put it together. They
put it on, go hunt and
they’ll never lose a
blade. “

I know Simo and
Mizek well enough to
understand that
there’s more than
greater convenience
and updated styling
behind this new style
of Thunderhead. Let’s
start with the partially
serrated blades. “Andy
and I have wanted to
do that for a long
time,” Mizek said. “It
was cost prohibitive,

even if we had considered going to
China or India for the blades. We basi-
cally invented our own process to ser-
rate the blades. I went to our vendor
who has been making the
Thunderhead and Spitfire blades for
us forever. I worked with their engi-
neers and we took an old piece of
equipment that was underutilized
and we modified it to serrate blades.
Now we have the ability to serrate
blades with the same type of sharp-
ness and quality that people have
come to expect from New Archery
Products.”

The reason these new blades
combine straight and serrated edges,

PHOTO BELOW: Stacks of BloodRunner
three-blade heads await packaging. These
are non-opening practice models and the
company not only color-codes them as
such, it laser engraves the word “Practice”
on each one. You can see the laser burning
the word into the ferrule of the top head in
the photo at right. NAP designed the hunt-
ing versions to open even on the skin of a
tomato, yet the fact that they “cut no mat-
ter what” can reassure someone with mis-
givings about mechanical heads.

Operations manager Mike Czemske (with computer at left) started working for New Archery Products
when he was just 16. Today he is responsible for making sure what’s needed gets built on time, with compo-
nents that are carefully inspected by Shirley Dempsey (right) before they ever reach the production floor.
Each employee is also charged with inspection duties, including rejecting parts that have minor cosmetic
flaws. NAP prefers to use vendors to supply machined and molded components, so the workers have an
environment that’s quieter and cleaner than they would otherwise.

The perfect shot AND the perfect bowstring

Phone: 860-632-7115 
Fax: 860-632-5775
e-mail: bcyray@msn.com

It doesn’t get any better than this...
ng

Whatever you look for in a bowstring material,
BCY has a product tailored to your needs
452X
Preferred by top archers and most major bow manufacturers 
worldwide for complete stability and accuracy
NEW: Trophy
With GORETM Performance Fiber added to 452X 
to increase durability; reduces noise and vibration
8125
For higher arrow speed on compounds 
and the preferred bowstring for 
recurve shooters

See our catalog or visit our web site:����������	
����
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and two sizes of serrations, is all about
performance. “Andy and I tried serra-
tions across the whole thing. We tried
serrations as the front, at the back and
in the middle,” Mizek said about a
development process that goes back
at least four years. They found com-
plete serrations, as well as those at the
front or back, led to damaging the tis-
sue and activating the clotting factors.
A clean start and end to the blade cut
a cleaner hole and promoted bleed-
ing. “Putting them in the middle
seems to work best because you start
clean, you have the ability to saw
through bone, especially ribs, and
then you finish clean.”

“Our serrations are not uniform,”
Mizek said. “We haven’t seen this done
in archery before but if you have a tac-
tical knife you’ve seen it and you’ve
worked with it.” Small kerfs (the space
between the teeth) tend to load up
with material. Wide kerfs let it flush
away but do less cutting since they
limit the number of points where the
pressure can build and drop off in the
rapid, staccato action that’s the
essence of sawing. “The mixed serra-
tion gives you the best of both
worlds.” That’s why NAP is using it
both on the Thunderhead Edge and
on the Spitfire Edge we’re picturing to

the right.
If you’ll refer to

the inset photo on the
bottom of the previ-
ous page, you can see
how the  new
Thunderhead Edge
blades are captured
in a slot and screwed
down to the ferrule.
The steel blades end
up reinforcing the
aluminum ferrule,
adding to the overall
column strength.
“The Thunderhead
Edge is the strongest
Thunderhead we’ve
ever made,” Mizek
said. The only thing
stronger in the NAP
line is the Hellrazor, a one piece cut-
on-contact style made entirely from
stainless steel through the photon
bonding process. Because the
Thunderhead Edge is assembled by
robotic machines in the factory, its
also tends to be more concentric and
to fly better at high speeds than the
original Thunderhead.

I’d assumed the offset blades on
the Thunderhead Edge and Spitfire
Edge were to accommodate how the
blades are screwed to the ferrule.
Mizek said there’s an important side
benefit that’s easy to demonstrate. He
had me place my fingers alongside the

blades, then he twisted the arrow
shaft counter-clockwise. The fingers
spread apart. Rotate the shaft the
other way and the fingers are forced
together. “We designed the offset to
work with our QuikSpin and
QuikFletch, and with other vanes that
are predominantly right helical. As the
head is turning, the blades are forcing
the wound channel open,” Mizek
explained. 

The Spitfire Edge is really opti-
mized for whitetail deer hunters,
Mizek told me, which naturally is the
largest part of the market. For elk
hunters who want to use a mechani-
cal, his personal recommendation
would be the Spitfire Maxx. It has the
same 1-3/4 inch cutting diameter as
the Spitfire Edge, but the cut-on-con-
tact tip does give it an advantage in
penetration.

However, if Mizek has a chance to
hunt big-bodied game in Africa next
year he’ll probably use the Hellrazor.
“I want one head that’s going to take
my 62 pounds of kinetic energy and
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Offset blades on the Spitfire Edge shown here and on the
Thunderhead Edge use the arrow’s rotation to produce a larg-
er wound channel. Special serrations improve bone-cutting
ability without compromising the rapid bleed-out that is
essential to quick kills.

Engineer Chris Kozlik spends so much time
testing on the company’s well-stocked range
that he moved his office to the end of it. He’s
viewing video from a high speed camera.

Kozlik said NAP starts testing new broad-
head designs in ballistic gelatin so it can
evaluate their penetration potential. Further
testing involves using angled plywood, alu-
minum and steel. “If we can get a broadhead
to bend but not break on an angled piece of
steel, you can be sure it will do just fine on a
heavy-boned animal like an elk.”
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give me the most for it. That’s the
deepest penetrating and strongest
broadhead we make.”

Hunters who want the look of a
traditional head and who have the
skill to resharpen it are also good cus-
tomers for the Hellrazor, Mizek noted,
as are men, women and youth shoot-
ing lower poundages who want to
maximize penetration.

NAP combined fixed blade and
mechanical properties in 2009 with
the introduction of the BloodRunner,
and this year there’s a new two blade
that flies at 1-1/8 inches and cuts at 2-
1/16. “The Bloodrunner is for the guy
who always wanted to try a mechani-
cal but was suspicious of their perfor-
mance,” Mizek said. “One of our slo-
gans for the Bloodrunner is it cuts no
matter what. Even though we know it
will always open it brings peace of
mind to those people who are con-
cerned it won’t. In their mind if it
doesn’t open the three blade still
offers a 1 inch cut. They’ve seen 1 inch
broadheads be successful so they
know they won’t lose the buck of a life-
time. This year we introduced the 2-
1/16 inch two blade model, for the
guy who likes a real wide cut and has
the power to use it.”

Before I headed back to
Minnesota, I asked Mizek about the
Apache rest that he’d help design. This
is a full capture, drop-away rest that
retailers are pricing around $60. 

“One of our goals for that product
was value,” Mizek said. “In the past

we’d learned that a customer would
probably spend 15 percent of whatev-
er he spent on a bow, on an arrow rest.
We’ll, this brings it down under 10 per-
cent. Another goal was toughness.
Another was quietness. Accuracy had
to be a given, because it is from New
Archery Products.” 

Mizek took the Apache rest we
were looking at, and tossed it on the
floor. “I’m not afraid to do that. This
thing is bullet-proof, it really is. When
we introduced the Spitfire it was over-
designed, and I think the Apache rest
is too. Over-designed for the regular
world means if the customer is in an
extreme situation, he’ll probably be
able to continue to use that rest. If the
bow survives whatever he went
through, the arrow rest will probably
still work.”

The Apache rest is assembled in
the NAP plant, but it uses imported
components. While 90 percent of
what this firm sells is still American-
made, the company wants to be able
to offer some products at lower costs.
“We know that dealers and their cus-
tomers are not having a great time in
this economy,” Mizek said. “We know
people are hurting, and are having to
make sacrifices.” NAP is doing cre-
ative things to be able to build great
products at a lower cost, he said.

If you’d like to see NAP’s complete
line of products for 2010, call (800)
323-1279 to request a catalog or to set
up a contact from your sales represen-
tative.

Bob Mizek worked with the company’s blade supplier to create machinery to make the
unique Thunderhead Edge and Spitfire Edge serrations. The blades had to be afford-
able and they had to still come with the super-sharp Diamize edge. One of his current
projects is new versions of the top-selling Apache rest for the 2011 product line.
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